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3 QUESTIONS WITH CTO JENS FRANCIS
Meet Jens Francis, Agromovil’s CTO. A dynamic technologist and technology manager,
Jens brings 25 years of Silicon Valley software experience to team Agromovil, including
deep expertise in AI, big data, and machine learning. Francis has played senior roles as
either advisor or principal in over a dozen software startups and has spent time leading
a successful venture fund and a series of syndicate investments in healthcare
technology. Jens also has experience with the Gates Foundation, as well as experience
at the forefront of the environmental/sustainability movement as one of the early
technologists working on carbon markets. This is the second teaming for Francis and
Agromovil CEO Andrew Mack – the two worked together for years on global internet
policy questions as part of the ICANN community.
Q: What has been the most interesting challenge to tackle while developing Agromovil?
Jens – The short answer is scale. Other past platforms and approaches have largely failed because they
couldn’t address the problem (or put better, the huge opportunity) in a way that scales. Our business
model does this, and with technology like Amazon Web Services (AWS), Agromovil has all the tools we
need to build a planet-scale infrastructure to support the deployment of our mobile apps to any farmer
anywhere on Earth who has access to a smartphone. It's pretty amazing how much is possible.
Q: What is it about Agromovil that you think appeals to farmers with limited digital experience?
Jens – To collect critical information from the “first mile” of any network, tools must be incredibly easy to
use. This is especially true when working with traditionally un-techie, even techno-skeptical audiences like
rural farmers. We’ve taken a highly visual approach with Agromovil’s UI and UX – creating a level of
usability in the apps that transcends both language and education.
Q: With the thousands of innovations flooding in, what makes Agromovil stand out?
Jens – The trick in any new market is to start small, start simple, and focus on solving specific user needs.
If you nail that, there is plenty of time to develop new features. Our goal is to delight the farmers, build the
network, then focus on enhancing the tools and bringing other stakeholders into the fold. Additionally, the
product team is working to push relevant information – weather, farming info, sales & financing
opportunities – directly to farmers who have never before had such access beyond their community.
Combining such features with real-time market data – I love that idea.

MACK FEATURED SPEAKER @ ROTARY & YPO
Agromovil’s Andrew Mack was a guest speaker at two recent events – local
and international. Mack headlined a COVID-friendly outdoor event sponsored
by Rotary interested in the future of food, food waste, and new
approaches to the food supply chain. He spoke about
Agromovil’s work in emerging markets and the lessons that could
be applied to questions of hunger and small farming in the U.S.

FAST STATS

And, together with Christine Moseley, CEO of Full Harvest, Mack led discussion
groups at an event on “Innovations Around Food Waste,” sponsored by the
global CEO organization, YPO, and led by Peter Johnson of the
UN’s Food and Agricultural Organization. The event, which
included attendees from around the world, looked at how we can
redesign the global ag supply chain for more value – starting
with the farmer – to increase efficiency and avoid waste. "Small
farmers,” Mack noted, “don’t want to become techies. And they don't need to
be. But they can leverage data to address their number one concern: getting
their products to market. A simple approach to data that starts with farmers
themselves is crucial for future sustainability in the global ag supply chain.”
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AGROMOVIL.COOP HAS LAUNCHED

Agromovil is excited to announce the launch of agromovil.coop, a site
Of New Users in
containing specific information on Agromovil just for co-ops. The new domain
2021 Are Buyers
is a result of our collaboration with the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA),
the global organization that represents nearly 1 billion cooperative members
around the world. Agromovil is honored to be one of the only non-cooperatives
globally to receive a .coop web domain from DotCoop - a vote of confidence
from the global cooperative community. Agromovil has been listed as a “recognized tool” by ICA, with links
to our platform on the ICA website. This has helped us reach producer associations in Colombia and other
countries, and is part of our strategy to reach more cooperatives and associations - producer groups,
buying co-ops, transport unions, and credit organizations - around the world. To learn more about how
Agromovil works for co-ops, check out this interview with CEO & Founder, Andrew Mack.

WELCOMING 2 NEW TEAM MEMBERS!
Agromovil is excited to welcome two new interns to our growing team:
Wanda Icaza and Ingrith Mayorga. Wanda has a background in digital
marketing and design, and is working to expand Spanish-language
content for Agromovil's publications and social media as we expand
our presence in Colombia and soon hopefully in Central America.
Ingrith, who brings an extensive background in customer service joins
as our Customer Service Intern. She will be working closely with users
to provide field support and answer user questions, while capturing
feedback about user needs that will support product development.

HELP US
GROW

Wanda Icaza

Ingrith Mayorga

Agromovil is making strides, and we want to pick up speed. We are expanding our visibility
and fundraising activities. Share our story. Help us connect to investors or other funding
opportunities. Be part of Team Agromovil. Connect with us at contact@agromovil.co.

MISS AN ISSUE? Now you can catch up on all issues of The Harvest at www.agromovil.co/the-harvest!
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